BEFORE THE PLANNING COMMISSION AND THE
MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND
In the Matter of the Application of BP REALTY INVESTMENTS, LLC.
Schematic Development Plan application amendment No. ASDP-0641-2012, Watkins Mill
Town Center
For amending a portion of approved SDP-05-002 to convert twenty (20) live–work townhome
units with ground-level retail to 20 townhome units
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDMENT TO THE APPROVED SCHEMATIC
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
BP Realty Investments, LLC (the “Applicant”) hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of
the requested amendment to the Schematic Development Plan SDP-05-002 for the modification of
approximately one (1) acre of property (“Property”) within the approved Watkins Mill Town
Center project. The Watkins Mill Town Center project (“Watkins Mill”) is a 125-acre planned,
mixed-use development located east of the CSX rail line and Watkins Mill Road Extended and
west of I-270. The Property consists of approximately one (1) acre of land made of four parcels,
which constitute the four corners of Community Center Avenue (previously Parkview Avenue)
and Uptown Street (previously Midtown Street), within the Parklands residential section of the
Watkins Mill development. In addition, an approximate acre parcel that is to the north side of
Watkins Mill Road is also made a part of this Application in that it would receive the 10,000
square feet of commercial space transferred from the other parcels.
The Property is currently zoned MXD and has received both SDP approval (SDP-05-002) and
Final Site Plan SP-05-0013) approval for twenty (20) ‘live-work’ loft type units, comprised of
townhome units with the ground level of each unit utilized for commercial uses. Following the
approvals, the site improvements for the surrounding roads and utilities have been installed, and
the balance of the Parkland’s project has been and continues to be built out.
Following a review of the issues raised by including ‘live-work’ style units in residential
communities, and in light of the additional land purchased to the south which would allow for the
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potential expansion of commercial density to the Urban Core, this Application seeks to shift the
ground level commercial space from these 20 units to the future hotels along Watkins Mill Road
Extended, thus converting the twenty (20) ‘live-work‘ loft townhome units to twenty (20)
townhome units. The plan, if approved, would be in the public interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Property, which is the subject of this ASDP-0641-2012 (“SDP Amendment”), is located at the
intersection of Uptown Street and Community Center Avenue. The Property is made up of four (4)
small parcels that frame the four corners of that intersection, within the Parklands section of the
Watkins Mill project, and has received Final Site Plan approval to construct the 20 “live-work” style
townhomes, including up to 10,000 square feet of commercial uses at the ground level of the units.
The roads and infrastructure have been brought to all of these 20 units as part of the surrounding
Parklands project.
The Property is part of the master planned Watkins Mill Town Center project, which is between
Interstate 270 and the CSX rails, and adjoining the newly constructed Watkins Mill Road Extended.
The tax accounts numbers for the four parcels are 09-03598160, 09-03598125, 09-03596844 and
09-03596651, as shown in the tax records Liber 30782, Folio 774 and Liber 35664, Folio 153-162,
in the Montgomery County Land Records, owned by BPTC Twelve, LLC, an affiliate of BP Realty
Investments, LLC, which is contractually authorized to process this Amendment.
As originally envisioned, the purpose of these 20 “live–work” units was to add commercial
opportunities to the Watkins Mill project, thus reinforcing its commercial element. Since that time,
several new considerations have arisen that warrant revising this approach:
1) Acquisitions to the south of the Urban Core:

The first consideration to have arisen is the

opportunity to expand Town Center Boulevard and the Urban Core to the south with the
acquisition of additional property south of the approved Watkins Mill Town Center project by
the master developer of Watkins Mill, BP Realty Investments, LLC. These additional parcels
will, following their approval by the City, provide significant additional commercial streetlevel opportunities for restaurants, retail, and other establishments to support and serve both the
residence of the Watkins Mill project, as well as the citizens of Gaithersburg.
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2) Concentration of retail resources along a “Main Street”: The second change is the practical
experience gained by tracking other town centers and the results of their attempts to introduce
commercial on streets other than the “Main Street” within their projects. As can be seen in
many new “town centers”, the introduction of secondary streets for retail and restaurant uses
acts to diminish the energy that needs to be concentrated in and along the “Main Street” of
these projects. The dilution of these retail and restaurant resources away from the commercial
“spine” of the project ultimately leads to a diffusion of energy, the loss of interest for the
project.
3) Parking impact of “live–work” units on their surrounding residential neighborhoods: The third
consideration for this change is learning and observing a practical impact on the quality of life
of those residents whose homes adjoining or near these “live–work” units. While initially
intended as businesses where shopkeepers live upstairs, in fact many soon operate as office
uses, call centers and services where two, three or all of the floors are occupied as commercial
uses. This has a significant impact the parking being utilized and around these “live–work”
units, to the detriment of the surrounding residents.
This change will permit the overall Watkins Mill Town Center project to provide a superior quality of
development by helping to assure that both the Parklands and Urban Core developments fully
integrate, but are also respectful of the separate needs of the residential occupants of each. The plan, as
modified, will continue to provide a higher standard of development than that of a conventional zone
by using enhanced site design, a mix of uses, diverse and high quality architectural elements,
structured parking, and well landscaped amenity spaces that are internally and externally linked by
pedestrian and roadway connections.
Finally, the 10,000 square feet of commercial density that is currently at the ground level of the 20
‘live-work’ units is being shifted to a future hotel building to provide it the additional commercial area
needed to make it competitive when it is allowed to proceed with the commencement of the Watkins
Mill Interchange.
Pursuant to Sections 24-160D.11 and 24-198(c) of the Zoning Ordinance, the Applicant
is submitting this Schematic Development Plan Amendment and requesting approval of it. Section 24160D.10(a) of the Zoning Ordinance requires the following findings for approval of a Sketch Plan
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Amendment:
1. The application meets or accomplishes the purposes, objectives, and minimum standards
and requirements of the MXD Zone;
2. The application is in accord with the recommendations in the applicable master plan for
the area and is consistent with any special conditions or requirements contained in said
master plan; and
3. The application and schematic development plan be internally and externally compatible
and harmonious with existing and planned land uses in the MXD zone areas and adjacent
areas.

LOCATION:
The subject Property is located west of Interstate 270 and east of CSX rail line, and is actually
made up of four discrete parcels of approximately ¼ to 1/5th acre each, separate by public streets
(see the attached plans). The two eastern parcels are completely surrounded by townhomes, 2over-2’s and single-family dwellings, while the two western parcels area again surrounded by the
Parklands development, other than the western edge, which is across Urban Avenue from the
future Urban Core. All four of parcels making up the Property are currently bounded by recently
constructed roads.

ZONING AND EXISTING APPROVALS
The Subject Property is currently zoned MXD. The Watkins Mill Town Center project was zoned
MXD under application Z-297, and received its Schematic Development Plan Approval under
SDP-05-002, and received Final Site Plan approval under SP-05-0013 for the entire development
(including the 20 ‘live-work’ units) save and except for the Urban Core building area, which are
subject to a future Final Site Plan.
PROPOSED SCHEMATIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT
The Schematic Development Plan Amendment supports and protects the successful integration and
operation of the existing Parklands residential community and the future Urban Core portion of the
Watkins Mill mixed-use project by assuring the appropriate separation of the impact of “live-work”
units in the heart of residential neighborhood. Instead, additional commercial uses will be concentrated
to the south of the Urban Core through its extension of Town Center Boulevard in the future. This
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Schematic Development Plan Amendment helps to protect the existing Parkland residents from
commercial intrusion directly into their neighborhood, while ultimately providing enhanced dining,
shopping, and entertainment experiences on the main commercial street, within a short walk. The
proposed changes to the approved Sketch Plan, SDP and Final Site Plan are to shift the ground-level
retail of 10,000 square feet at the base of these 20 “live–work” units is proposed to be shifted from
these residential units to the future hotel to be constructed to the north side of newly constructed
Watkins Mill Road extended. This re-configuration allows for the inclusion of better quality residential
experience for the existing and future residences of the Parkland’s community, well providing the
future hotel with additional commercial space that will need to be competitive in the future.
The Applicant believes that the changes proposed by this Amendment will result in a superior urban
experience as well as a much-improved project for the City and those surrounding the Project.
REQUIRED FINDINGS:
1.

THE APPLICATION MEETS OR ACCOMPLISHES THE PURPOSES, OBJECTIVES,
AND MINIMUM STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE MXD ZONE:
PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES OF THE MXD ZONE
(Section 24-160D.1 of the Zoning Ordinance)
It is the objective of this zone to establish procedures and standards for the implementation
of master plan use recommendations for comprehensively planned, multiuse projects. It is also intended that this zone provide a more flexible approach to the
comprehensive design and development of multi-use projects than the procedures and
regulations applicable under the various conventional zoning categories. In so doing, it
is intended that this zoning category be utilized to implement existing public plans and
pertinent city policies in a manner and to a degree more closely compatible with said city
plans and policies than may be possible under other zoning categories. The specific
purposes of this zone are: To establish standards and procedures through which the land
use objectives and guidelines of approved and adopted master plans can serve as the basis
for
evaluating an individual development proposal, as well as ensuring that
development proposed will implement the adopted master plan and other relevant
planning and development policies and guidelines for the area considered for
MXD zoning.
This proposed amendment to the Schematic Development Plan, albeit a very small change,
provides a more understandable and cleaner transition between the lower density Parklands
residential development and the higher density urban core development. It will permit each
segment of this mixed-use project to operate more successfully and harmoniously.
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To encourage orderly, staged development of large-scale comprehensively planned, multiuse developments by providing procedures for various zoning and plan approvals,
including development phasing.
The Applicant will continue to proceed with development in an orderly fashion consistent with
market demand. The Parklands project continues to be constructed in an orderly fashion, and
the Watkins Mill Town Center project will be developed in multiple phases, as set forth under
the current approvals.
To encourage design flexibility and coordination of architectural style building and
signage.
The existing approval of Watkins Mill Town Center promotes several separate neighborhoods
which collectively integrate into a well thought out, integrated mixed-use project. The
proposed adjustment to the approved plan provides a clean and understandable transition
between the lower density residential and a higher density urban core. The proposed buildings
will be compliance with the approved design and finish standards for the Parklands, which has
been designed to smoothly integrate into capital Watkins Mill Town Center’s urban core.
To ensure the integration and internal and external compatibility of applicable
residential and nonresidential uses by providing a suitable residential
environment that is enhanced and complemented by uses such as commercial,
recreational, open space, employment and institutional uses and amenities within
a multi-use development. A multi-use development is defined as a single parcel or
a group of contiguous parcels of land zoned MXD, which, among the various parcels
comprising
that
contiguous
area,
include
residential,
commercial,
recreational, open space, employment and institutional uses and amenities.
The amended Schematic Development Plan for the Property, which is contiguous to MXD
property with both the lower-density Parklands development in the higher–density Urban
Core, will eliminate the conflict in parking that has arisen in other areas within the city of
Gaithersburg and other areas in “live–work” units. This modification will permit the more
successful integration of these 20 residential units into both the existing Parklands project and
the future Urban Core development.
To assure compatibility of the proposed land uses with internal and surrounding uses by
incorporating higher standards of land planning and site design than could be
accomplished under conventional zoning categories and to provide a superior quality of
development exceeding that which could be achieved under conventional zoning
regulations and procedures.
The project continues to improve upon the successful integration of the approved mix of
residential and commercial/retail uses that have been approved under the MXD approval for
this project. This change will permit the overall Watkins Mill Town Center project to provide
a superior quality of development by helping to assure that both the Parklands and Urban Core
developments fully integrate, but are also respectful of the separate needs of the residential
occupants of each. The plan, as modified, will continue to provide a higher standard of
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development than that of a conventional zone by using enhanced site design, a mix of uses,
diverse and high quality architectural elements, structured parking, and well landscaped
amenity spaces that are internally and externally linked by pedestrian and roadway connections.
To encourage the efficient use of land by: locating employment retail uses convenient to
residential areas; reducing reliance upon automobile use and encourage pedestrian and
other non-vehicular circulation systems; retaining and providing useable open space and
active recreation areas close to employment and residential populations; and providing for
the development of comprehensive non-vehicular circulation networks, separated from
vehicular roadways, which constitute a system of linkages among residential areas, open
spaces, recreational areas, commercial and employment areas, and public facilities.
The Watkins Mill Town Center project as approved has been designed to efficiently integrate
residential, retail, restaurant and employment. This amendment will further enhance the
efficient use of the land by continuing the integration between separate uses, while protecting
and enhancing be parking experience for all. The extensive pedestrian linkages under the
current approval are retained, while improving the overall urban experience for the resident
and visitor to the Parklands and Watkins Mill Town Center projects.
To provide superior natural environment by the preservation of trees, natural
topographic and geologic features, wetlands, watercourses and open spaces.
The existing Watkins Mill Town Center approval is at the forefront of preserving and
enhancing superior natural environment surrounding the development, both in the form of set
asides a large forest conservation area and extensive landscaping, as well as extensive water
quality controls and features, including infiltration devices at the headwaters of the stream
valley buffers.
To allow development only in a phased or staged fashion to ensure the adequacy of the
provision of public facilities and the concurrent implementation of community amenities.
The Watkins Mill Town Center project, including the Parklands residential community, are
currently subject to phased development, which this application does not seek to disturb. As
demonstrated with prior submissions concerning the overall development, and this
Amendment specifically, electric, gas, phone lines, public water and sewer remain continue
to be available at the site. Fire and Police protection are adequate. Both the number of
school children and traffic generated under this proposed amendment are the same as those
generated under the currently approved plan.
MINIMUM LOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
(Section 24-160D.2 of the Zoning Ordinance)
a. Section 24-160D.2(a) provides that a requirement of the MXD zone shall be:
Zoning: No land shall be classified in the Mixed Use Development Zone
unless the land is within an area for which there is an approved and adopted
master plan which recommends mixed use development for the land which is the
subject of the application, or unless the proposed development otherwise satisfies
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the purposes and objectives of the MXD Zone. Approval of the MXD Zone for land which
is not recommended for this zone in an approved master plan shall
require the affirmative vote of four (4) members of the city council.
The current City of Gaithersburg Master Plan (the “Master Plan”) for the property continues to
call for a mixed-use development as currently is proposed.
Minimum area. No land shall be classified in the Mixed Use Development Zone unless it
contains a minimum of ten (10) acres.
Parcels or tracts less than the
minimum acreage may be permitted if they are contiguous to an existing MXD
zoned area and may be harmoniously integrated into the MXD area, consistent
with the objectives and purposes of this zone. Such parcels are not required to
contain multiple uses but contribute to a multi-use development and are subject to the
provisions of 24-160D.9(a)(1).
The Mayor and Council found this requirement satisfied when they approved
rezoning of the Property to the MXD Zone under zoning Z-279. The
Property is contiguous to the existing MXD zoned area (Watkins Mill Town Center) and will
be integrated into that development by vehicular and pedestrian connections.
Location. Such land shall be located adjacent to and readily accessible from existing or
planned highways that are in an approved construction program and are adequate to
service the proposed development. It is intended that adequate access be available to
such sites so that traffic does not have an adverse impact on the surrounding area or
cause internal circulation or safety problems.
The property currently adjoins and is served by an existing road. The sidewalks fronting the
street will be constructed as part of the development of these proposed 20 units..
Public water and sewer. No development shall be permitted unless served by public water
and sewer.
The Property is currently served by all utilities, including public water and sewer.
Signage. Signage shall be coordinated between adjoining uses and be thematic in
approach, in accord with the purposes of this zone and overall character of the
surrounding area.
No signage is proposed for these 20 units, other than the typical unit address and street address
signage.
Frontage on public streets. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding in any regulation in
this Code, lots in this zone shall not be required to have direct access to a public street
provided that such condition will promote the creation of affordable housing, or will be
designed in such a way as to foster the purposes and objectives of this zone, provided that
satisfactory access to a public street is provided over private rights-of-way.
The Property will continue to have frontage on public streets, as provided under the existing
Watkins Mill Town Center approved plan.
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MIXED-USE REQUIREMENTS
(Section 24-160D.3 of the Zoning Ordinance)
a. Section 24-160D.3(a)(4) provides the following within the MXD zone:
Residential uses may be mixed with proposed commercial/industrial/employment uses,
rather than located in a separate residential area on the site, upon a finding by the city
council that combining residential and nonresidential uses at one location, within a
site, will not adversely affect the overall development proposed.
The applicant believes that the application provides for such mixing of uses without a
deleterious impact to the parking of the residences of the Parklands project, resulting in a
superior environment and planned project.
b. Section 24-160D.3(a)(4) provides the following within the MXD zone:
In order to establish an appropriately mixed character within the entire MXD zoned
area, the following percentages of floor area proposed on site as shown on a sketch
plan shall not exceed:
Retail commercial . . . ……………. 60%
Employment/office . . . …………… 65%
Other commercial/institutional . . . 15%
Individual percentages may be exceeded by approval of the city council upon
application by an applicant and for good cause shown; provided, however, the
cumulative total of all categories shall not exceed one hundred (100) percent.
The floor areas for: Retail Commercial is less than 60% of the total Floor Area proposed;
Office constitutes less than 65% of the total Floor Area proposed, and Other
Commercial/Institutional constitutes less than 65% of the total Floor Area proposed.
DENSITY IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE MASTER PLAN
(Section 24-160D.4 of the Zoning Ordinance)
(a) Residential: The residential density in the MXD Zone shall not exceed the
residential density or total number of dwelling units stated in the applicable master
plan, if any. The total number of dwelling units and the corresponding overall density,
as well as the approximate location of such units, shall be established at the time of
sketch plan approval pursuant to section 24-160D.9(a).
(b)
Commercial/employment/industrial. The commercial/employment/industrial
density in the Mixed Use Development Zone shall be compatible with any gross floor
area or floor area ratio recommended in the applicable area master plan or special
conditions or requirements, if any are stated therein. The maximum density of
commercial/employment/industrial development shall be based on the area shown for
commercial/employment/industrial uses on the sketch plan or schematic development
plan, and shall not exceed a floor area ratio of 0.75.
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The Application meets the requirements of these sections.
COMPATIBILITY STANDARDS
(Section 24-160D.5 of the Zoning Ordinance)
All uses shall conform to the purposes of the Mixed Use Development Zone and
shall be compatible with all uses, existing or proposed, in the vicinity of the area
covered by the proposed planned development.
In order to assist in
accomplishing such compatibility, the following requirements shall apply:
All right-of-way requirements, setbacks, height limits, open space or buffer areas
recommended in an area master plan or special conditions or requirements stated therein
to protect properties adjacent to the MXD zoned areas shall be incorporated into all plans
subject to approval under the zone.
The above requirements have been met under the existing Watkins Mill Town Center
approved plans, and the proposed Amendment only serves to enhance the compatibility
objectives set forth in the Master Plan. Buildings proposed are within the height limits of
the zone, and the proposed building finishes are consistent with the key lot plan as
approved under the existing SDP and Final Site Plan approval.
Where setback, height limits, open space or buffer areas are not recommended in
an area master plan or special conditions or requirements stated therein to
protect properties adjacent to the MXD zoned areas, the following requirements
shall be incorporated into all plans subject to approval under this zone.
No buildings other than single-family detached dwellings shall be constructed within
one hundred (100) feet of adjoining property not zoned MXD or in a residential
category that is developed with one-family detached homes unless the city planning
commission finds that topographical features permit a lesser setback. In all other
situations, setbacks from adjoining properties may be less than 100 feet, with the
setback approved by the city planning commission.
No building proposed for commercial/employment/industrial use shall be constructed
less than one hundred (100) feet from any adjoining property not zoned MXD
recommended for residential zoning and land use on the applicable master plan. The
setbacks shall be determined as part of the final site plan approval.
No building shall be constructed to a height greater than its distance from any
adjoining property not zoned MXD recommended for residential
zoning and land use of the applicable master plan, unless the city planning
commission finds that approval of a waiver of this requirement will not adversely
affect adjacent property.
The application meets or exceeds these requirements for processing and approval under the
MXD zone.
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MINIMUM GREEN AREA
(Section 24-160D.6 of the Zoning Ordinance)
(a) The amount of green area, of is the including designated parks, public and private
open space, active and passive recreational areas, required for the residential portion of a
mixed use development shall be not less than forty (40) percent of the total area
shown for residential use. … for the commercial/employment/industrial portion of a
mixed use development shall be not less than twenty-five (25) percent of the total area
devoted to commercial/employment/industrial uses, except that comparable amenities
and/or facilities may be provided in lieu of green area if the city council determines
that such amenities or facilities are sufficient to accomplish the purposes of the zone,
and would be more beneficial to the proposed development than strict adherence to
the specific green area requirement.
The approved Watkins Mill Town Center development fully meet the requirements of this
provision.
(b) All recreation areas, facilities and amenities, and all open space and landscaped areas
shall be reflected on the final site plans for approval by the city planning
All current recreation areas, facilities and amenities, and all open space and landscaped areas
are reflected on the existing Parklands approvals, SP-05-0013.
PROVISION FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES
(Section 24-160D.7(a) of the Zoning Ordinance)
A mixed use development should conform to the facilities recommended for the site by
the approved and adopted master plan, including granting such easements or making
such dedications to the public as may be shown thereon or as shall be deemed
necessary by the city to ensure the compatibility of the development with the
surrounding area and to assure the ability of the area to accommodate the uses
proposed by the application.
The approved application for the Watkins Mill Town Center project has provided for such
easements and dedications, which shall be unaffected by the Amendment.
UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
(Section 24-160D.7(b) of the Zoning Ordinance)
All utility lines in the Mixed Use Development Zone shall be placed underground. The
developer or subdivider shall ensure final and proper completion and installation of
utility lines. Poles and lamps for street lighting shall be provided by the developer in
accordance with the approved site plan.
The approved application for the Watkins Mill Town Center project provides for all such
on site utilities to be placed underground, which shall be unaffected by this Amendment.
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DEDICATION OF PUBLIC STREETS
(Section 24-160D.7(c) of the Zoning Ordinance):
All streets to be dedicated to public use shall be shown on the schematic development plan
and the final site plan, respectively. All private streets and alleyways shall also be shown
on the schematic development plan and the final site plan, but they will only be allowed
where they are found to be more appropriate due to the type and density of development or
other applicable factors. All private streets and alleyways are to be constructed to the
same width and road code standards as are applicable to public streets unless waivers of
any street standard or road code requirement are granted by the council as part of the
schematic development plan review or by separate public hearing.
The dedication of public streets under the current Watkins Mill Town Center approvals be
unaffected by this Amendment. The Applicant will continue to utilize the same street
locations and configuration as are shown on the approved Final Site Plan for the Watkins
Mill Town Center (SP–05–0013).
PUBLIC FACILITIES
(Section 24-160D.7(d) of the Zoning Ordinance):
An applicant for approval under the MXD Zone shall demonstrate at the time of filing
a schematic development plan, and at time of site plan approval that all public
facilities are either presently adequate to service the development requested for
approval or will be provided or in place by the completion of construction of the
development reflected in the schematic development plan. It is the intent of this
provision that development shall be staged in such a manner as to coordinate
development with the provision of public facilities, and that such facilities shall be
operational at acceptable service levels and capacities.
Utilities are adequate for the development proposed by the amendment. The number of
students to be generated under this proposed amendment does not exceed 110% of school
capacity five years in the future, which complies with the school test of the Adequate
Public Facilities Ordinance. The traffic to be generated under this proposed amendment is
the same as that being generated under the current approved plan. No additional retail
space or new residential units are proposed by the amendment.

2. THE APPLICATION IS IN ACCORD WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE
APPLICABLE MASTER PLAN FOR THE AREA AND IS CONSISTENT WITH ANY
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OR REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN SAID MASTER
PLAN:
As discussed above, the amended Schematic Development Plan is in accord with the Master
Plan recommendations. As previously noted, there were no special conditions or requirements in
the Master Plan.
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3. THE APPLICATION AND SKETCH PLAN BE INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY
COMPATIBLE AND HARMONIOUS WITH EXISTING AND PLANNED LAND USES
IN THE MXD ZONE AREAS AND
As mentioned above, this amendment to the Schematic Development Plan will continue to
enhance and complement the neighborhood with a multi-use development, including multiplefamily residential units, commercial-office-retail uses, open space, and amenities. The amended
Schematic Development Plan continues to create a development that is internally and externally
compatible and harmonious with the surrounding MXD zoned neighborhood by creating
vehicular and pedestrian connections. The proposed architectural design will be complementary
in character of the adjoining Watkins Mill Town Center community and be a complementary
neighbor to the other buildings in the surrounding area.

For the reasons stated above, the Applicant believes the Schematic Development Plan Amendment
continues:
1. to meet or accomplish the purposes, objectives, and minimum standards and requirements;
2. to be in accord with the Master Plan recommendations for the Property; and
3. to be internally and externally compatible and harmonious with existing and planned land
uses in the MXD zone areas and adjacent areas.
Accordingly, the Applicant requests approval of this Schematic Development Plan Amendment.
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Refer to Phasing Exhibit sheet 21 of 36 for phasing of development build out.
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9
36

Initial Phase - The Initial Phase of development shall include the concurrent construction
of Watkins Mill Road Extended from and modifying as necessary the existing bridge
approach adjacent to the west existing CSX track approximately to the sensitive area west
of I-270 where SHA plan commences. The Initial Phase shall permit the following
Initial Phasedevelopment,
- The Initial Phase
of
residential
all ofofadevelopment
maximum ofshall
fourinclude
storiesthe
ofconcurrent
height: 95construction
single family
Watkins
Mill
Road
Extended
from
and
modifying
as
necessary
the
existing
bridge
approach
detached units; 216 single family attached townhome units; 134 units of 2 over 2's
adjacent tounits,
the west
CSX track
approximately
to the
area west
of I-270shall
where
dwelling
andexisting
37 townhome
units
which adjoin
the sensitive
Urban Core.
Developer
be
SHA
plan
commences.
The
Initial
Phase
shall
permit
the
following
residential
development,
all
further limited in the construction of these residential units as follows: (a) the following
of a maximum of four stories of height: 95 single family detached units; 216 single family
units
are permitted to be constructed from the issuance of Schematic Development Plan
attached townhome units; 134 units of 2 over 2's dwelling units, and 37 townhome units which
('SDP')
approval, measured cumulatively (referred to as "Year 1"): Year 1, 97 Units; Year
adjoin the Urban Core. Developer shall be further limited in the construction of these residential
2,
97 as
Units,
Year
97following
Units, Year
97permitted
Units, Year
94 Units, except
to the 23
units
follows:
(a)3,the
units4,are
to be5,constructed
from theasissuance
of single
family
detached
units
north
of
the
CCT
line
and
the
37
loft
units
adjoining
the
Urban
Schematic Development Plan ('SDP') approval, measured cumulatively (referred to as "Year Core
shall
not be
constructed
firstYear
building
the Urban
is commenced.
The
1"): Year
1, 97
Units; Yearuntil
2, 97the
Units,
3, 97 in
Units,
Year 4,Core
97 Units,
Year 5, 94 Units,
following
development
shall
also
be
permitted
in
the
Initial
Phase
as
part
of
the
Urban
except as to the 23 single family detached units north of the CCT line and the 37 loft units
Core:
(a) the
office
buildings
and C-3 which
are eight
stories including
related
groundin
adjoining
Urban
Core is C-2
commenced.
The following
development
shall also
be permitted
the Initial
Phase as part uses,
of thephased
Urban Core:
(a) office buildings
C-2 and
C-3
which
are eight
level
retail/restaurant
for occupancy
in not earlier
than
Year
3; office
stories including
related
groundstories
level retail/restaurant
uses,ground
phasedlevel
for occupancy
in not earlier
building
A-1 which
is seven
including related
retail/restaurant
uses
than
Year
3;
office
building
A-1
which
is
seven
stories
including
related
ground
level
and one sub-level of retail, phased for occupancy in not earlier than Year 5; cinema/retail
retail/restaurant
uses and one
sub-level
retail,
phased
for occupancy
in not earlier
anchor
with restaurants
in the
UrbanofCore
hotel,
including
up to 38,000
squarethan
feetYear
5; cinema/retail anchor with restaurants in the Urban Core hotel, including up to 38,000 square
associated
restaurant/meeting space and 65 penthouse residential condominiums in 12
feet associated restaurant/meeting space and 65 penthouse residential condominiums in 12
stories;
a
252
unit residential condominium building A-3 in 12 stories phased for
stories; a 252 unit residential condominium building A-3 in 12 stories phased for occupancy in
occupancy
in Year
2, including
related
ground level Parking
restaurants/retail.
Parking
may beas
Year 2, including
related
ground level
restaurants/retail.
may be initially
constructed
initially
constructed
as
surface
parking
and
later
replaced
with
buildings
and
structured
surface parking and later replaced with buildings and structured decks.
decks.
Second Phase - The Second Phase of the development shall be staged to commence upon the
commencement of construction of the Watkins Mill Interchange. The Second Phase shall
include the following development; three freestanding pads each of approximately 4,800 square
feet located along Watkins Mill Road of up to a maximum of two stories, a 184 room hotel with
10,000 square feet of ground level commercial space and related hotel and meeting facilities of
up to a maximum of 11 stories, located along Watkins Mill Road; Office buildings B-3, C-1 and
C-4 are six stories including related ground level retail/restaurant uses. The second retail anchor
within the Urban Core is one to one and one-half levels. Parking may be initially constructed as
surface parking and then replaced with buildings and structured decks. The property included in
the Second Phase is intended to be fully developed and not held as open space, but such
development density noted above is intended to commence construction concurrent with the
commencement of construction of Watkins Mill Interchange. If the Watkins Mill Interchange
project has not commenced on or before March 1, 2015 or is abandoned by the Maryland SHA,
the Developer may apply to the City for an alternative use of the property, and the Developer
and City agree to in good faith determine a commercially reasonable, compatible alternative
development program for the Second Phase and Third Phase of the development of the
property.

Note:
Phase schedule for internal road construction and off-site traffic improvement at site plan.
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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

(7:52 P.M.)

3

CHAIR BAUER:

That takes us to the continuation of public

4

hearing agenda and that is for ASDP-0641-2012, Watkins Mill Town

5

Center at 400, 401, 500, 501 Uptown Street in the MXD Zone.

6

proposal for the removal of commercial component from the Urban Loft

7

Units, and this is an amendment to schematic development plan, and

8

presenting from staff is Lauren Pruss, good evening.

9

PLANNING DIRECTOR PRUSS:

This is a

Good evening. Thank you.

The

10

Watkins Mill Town Center is kind of sandwiched between the CSX

11

Railroad Tracks and I-270. Just to quickly orient everyone (pointing

12

to an aerial photograph), and of course this is Watkins Mill Road,

13

extended, and the future Interchange of Watkins Mill Road and I-270.

14

And BP Realty has filed an application requesting approval to

15

eliminate the commercial component of the 20 live-work townhome units

16

that are located in the central portion of the development on Uptown

17

Street.

18

units and the applicant is requesting approval to develop those units

19

with strictly townhomes, and relocate the 10,000 SF of approved retail

20

use to a hotel that’s to be built in the future Phase 2 along Watkins

21

Mill Road… and now I’m going to turn the presentation over to Luis

22

Gonzalez, who will present the application, for BP Realty.

23

There’s 10,000 SF of retail space that is planned for those

LUIS GONZALEZ:

Good evening.

Luis Gonzalez with PB

5
1

Realty, I’m the planner and landscape architect.

I’m happy to be in

2

front of you today.

3

about this great plan and I think we’re all proud of it; Staff, the

4

Commissioners and the residents that are here in the audience today.

5

What we wanted to talk about today is, specifically, the live-work

6

units in the Urban Core and the hotel piece that’s by the Interchange.

7

The previous approval had 20 live-work units, they were part of the

8

Urban Core and the units had commercial retail space on the bottom

9

floor and residential on top.

We all worked very hard a couple of years ago

There’s also flat roofs, since it was

10

part of the Urban Core.

Since the approval, there are two significant

11

changes: one, we were able to acquire the property south of the Urban

12

Core, and two, there’s a significant market change.

13

change resulted in retail demand decreasing and retail becoming more

14

cautious about the location of where they actually put the retail.

15

There’s a paradigm shift in the live-work units where there’s more

16

commercial space being used instead of retail space.

17

parking conflicts for… you can see it in the Kentlands and also

18

resulted in the lack of vibrant streets, which you can see in the

19

Carlyle development in Alexandria, Virginia.

20

paradigm shift its growth market shift, we were concerned with how the

21

live-work units would work with Watkins Mill Town Center.

22

want to have any of the parking conflicts that we saw in the

23

Kentlands.

That market

That resulted in

Taking into account this

We didn’t

You can’t hear? (to the audience) [Pause] Looking at the

6
1

paradigm shift and the market change with live-work units, we were

2

concerned with how they would react with Watkins Mill Town Center.

3

were concerned that there would be too much traffic conflict and

4

parking conflict within the development. They would break up the

5

residential portion.

6

vibrant streets.

7

of commercial space on the bottom of the live-work units, putting over

8

to the hotel portion and convert the live-work units to solely

9

residential units.

We

We were also concerned with dead streets vs

So our proposed change is… are to take the 10,000 SF

The approved architecture of the SDP prior to this

10

amendment was flat roofs, four-story architecture.

11

architecture would still be in the same locale with flat roofs and an

12

option of a loft unit on top.

13

one residential neighborhood and all the retail commercial space

14

occurring down at the bottom.

15

have to anchor or now would become an even longer Main Street.

16

you.

17

CHAIR BAUER:

The proposed

That improved outcome would result with

This newly acquired property would now
Thank

In your proposal for the 10,000 SF to be

18

shifted, are you proposing that the 10,000 SF is a credit to the hotel

19

space? Or is it, in fact, retail space on the ground floor, say with

20

hotel on top?

21

LUIS GONZALEZ:

It would be retail on the ground floor.

22

CHAIR BAUER:

not part of the hotel operation, but

23

discreet retail space in the same building.

Is that what you’re

7
1

proposing?

2

BRAD KLINE:

That’s correct.

3

LUIS GONZALEZ:

Correct.

4

CHAIR BAUER:

actually, let me catch up.

5

Do you have

more to present or is that…?

6

LUIS GONZALEZ:

No, that’s it.

7

CHAIR BAUER:

You brought up a retail demand and a market

8

shift, and a paradigm shift about live-works… um… are you citing some

9

specific studies or are you just… because I know, you sort of real

10

quickly mentioned Main Street, but I’m not sure everything you say

11

it’s directly reflecting May Street so… just…

12

LUIS GONZALEZ:

Actually, just from what I’ve observed,

13

just seeing some of the past hearings that we’ve had or that happened

14

about the Kentlands as far as parking demand, when the commercial

15

spaces becoming more of a cost centers have to do and residents

16

complaining that more parking was occurring on their streets than they

17

had anticipated.

18

CHAIR BAUER:

I’m actually asking you’re addressing the

19

market shift or the paradigm shift about live-works.

20

of the retail and the paradigm shift about live-works. I just want to

21

get a sense of what you’re really trying to describe there.

22
23

LUIS GONZALEZ:

The market shift

Okay, there’s two different things.

market shift, really being the recession.

The

After the recession, there

8
1

was less of a demand for retail, which created a lot of dark retail

2

and forced retail to be more discreet or, I guess, more selective on

3

where they chose a location.

4

place…

5
6
7
8
9

CHAIR BAUER:

So we wanted to have more of a visible

No, I understand the trend… but is that a

study that’s reflected on this project?
LUIS GONZALEZ:

Oh, here, you see that we’re trying to

concentrate the retail down on the Urban Core?
CHAIR BAUER:

Right.

10

LUIS GONZALEZ:

… and along this Main Street.

11

CHAIR BAUER:

No, I understand that, but you were… I’m

12

just getting into the… background here.

Why the shift or why did

13

it change? The proposed change… and it seems there’s been a

14

change in what assumptions you can make about market viability or

15

retail viability on this site.

16

study on this site or on this particular location or market to

17

show that trend.

18

BRAD KLINE:

Excuse me.

19

CHAIR BAUER:

Sure.

20

BRAD KLINE:

This, in fact, has happened here, Urbana,

I’m just asking if you have a

That’s all that I’m asking.
I’m Brad Kline, BP Realty.

21

and in Frederick in another project where the live-work units,

22

through a couple of reasons; one is, financing for commercial

23

were reduced for this type or product is all but gone and the

9
1

viability of the retail below what we were anticipating.

2

Hopefully, we’ll have restaurants, things of that nature.

3

don’t work in the bottom of a townhouse unit.

4

the retail our interest has been has been in the main corridor

5

just like we’ve had over on the east a lot of demand, if it’s

6

done properly.

7

attract the restaurants and it’s not viable for the retail and in

8

Urbana, they’re going to basic commercial-office townhouse and in

9

Frederick, we’re doing the same thing.

They

So we decided with

For as in the bottom of a townhouse, you can’t

It’s just part of a trend

10

in both financing and in market.

11

have that smaller retail space underneath, live-work just hasn’t

12

been successful.

13
14
15

CHAIR BAUER:

It’s a great concept but if you

So is the problem the retail or the size of

it? The size of the releasable space.
BRAD KLINE:

Well I think in that core, the better is to

16

have the retail on your main corridor, the main retail corridor

17

underneath the office or underneath the apartments where you have

18

your main street, as opposed to a side street that’s residential…

19

right there.

20

CHAIR BAUER:

Okay, but it seems like you were describing

21

a problem that really had more to do with the size of the space

22

than it did with the location.

23

BRAD KLINE:

I think the size of the retail in the

10
1
2
3
4

townhouses initially though.
CHAIR BAUER:
bigger.
BRAD KLINE:

5

as approved, yes.

6

CHAIR BAUER:

7
8
9
10
11

Right. So you can fix that by making them

You can redesign the property, but it’s not

Correct.

But that would be another, I

guess, solution or another…
LUIS GONZALEZ:

That would be another solution, but I think

the overall conflict of what the parking demand would cause would
create another type of problem.
CHAIR BAUER:

Well, we’ll get to that in the discussion,

12

but I think the premise for a lot of these is in a “walkable”

13

community you provide a scaled level of commercial amenities to

14

help encourage walking and the use by the local… by the residents

15

of the community, as opposed to driving a lot of outside traffic.

16

I know that’s not always the case, there’s a need for driving and

17

presumably in the original site plan, or the original SDP, there

18

was a fair amount of analysis about parking distribution and

19

about parking so…

20
21
22
23

BRAD KLINE:

It could’ve been a schedule by neighborhood

so it’s… (inaudible) but neighborhood services.
CHAIR BAUER:

Right, and we’ll get into more discussion…

I’m just making sure that we have all the information that you’re

11
1
2

talking…
COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

Can I ask a question?

I just

3

want… as you went through this exercise to figure out what would

4

work, did you consider, I mean, it seems that you just took it

5

all, did you consider leaving any? I mean, when you thought about

6

this whole process, did you consider leaving any of the retail

7

space or did you just decided to take it all out?

8
9
10

LUIS GONZALEZ:

Well, we didn’t want to have fragmented

type of retail.
COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

I’m not sure if it was

11

fragmented, but I’m just saying, we looked at… I mean… because

12

I’m just… I want to understand the thought process of taking it

13

all out, because one of the things that we were looking at is, is

14

looking at services for neighborhoods, what integrates with

15

neighborhoods and the “walkability” of neighborhoods, so could

16

you… when you consider that what… what was your thought process

17

of taking it all out and moving it over to the hotel space.

18

LUIS GONZALEZ:

Well, the concern is that… if you just take

19

a piece of it and that you can always take the retail and then

20

try to come back to a retail and say, we’re going to sprinkle

21

some of this here… it starts becoming real difficult to try to

22

get a retail that’ll lease that space. It’s the whole market

23

issue that we have with it.

So in theory, it’s a sound theory,

12
1

it’s great, we’ll sprinkle over some retail and we’ll hope people

2

will come to it.

3

more of a commercial type of space, then it becomes more of a

4

dead street instead of a vibrant street, or it becomes dark

5

retail and…

6

But if we can lease it, then, or if it becomes

COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

I guess my ultimate question is

7

like in some of the… in some of the examples that you’ve noted

8

was it that you had too much? I’m just trying to understand the

9

thought process, I mean, it’s like an all or nothing thing, I’m

10

just wandering how did you get to all or nothing by yanking it

11

all out? I mean, we looked at… you said you talked about Urbana,

12

did you have too much?

13

BRAD KELLY:

In context, these are 20 units and the

14

walking distance for many of these units in the neighborhood to

15

the Urban Core is… very short, if you walk the property.

16

saving one block for retail that we don’t think will be

17

successful, we thought it was a mistake.

18

like the rest of them, we think will be very successful; we’ve

19

had a lot of interest. And so I think having your vibrant

20

corridor down there is where the retail belongs, as oppose to

21

retail that if it’s not as successful, it doesn’t help us or the

22

residents.

23

CHAIR BAUER:

So

The Urban Core, much

One of the… the two that you mentioned is

13
1

this: one of them’s phasing, we talked a while about that, and

2

that’s being generated on the idea of pulling some this into um…

3

to the earlier experiences in the neighborhood and there as a

4

service (inaudible) earlier on in the neighborhood because the

5

core won’t come along for a while for some other conditions

6

attached to it; and I think the other is sort of a transition

7

zone, so you do have that… um… smaller scale neighborhood service

8

type of services, type of the… um… function, or… or… amenity that

9

there’s a little difference on the buffer from the full blown

10

commercial area and there’s a logic in that whether it’s a live-

11

work or some other type of unit and that was the planning

12

strategy and it was also part of the discussion that we’re on.

13

So, you know, you kind of keep in mind as we’re talking through

14

this.

15

we can get to the hearing.

16

I didn’t want to move too quickly into the discussion so

DIRECTOR SCHLICHTING: Mr. Chairman, I think one thing that

17

hasn’t really been explained is the parking situation because the

18

commercial parking was all intended to be located in the deck,

19

which, obviously, is a future phase of the Urban Core and um… I

20

think there’s a concern on the impact of the neighborhood of this

21

commercial use prior to the construction of the deck.

22

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: and I think we actually discussed

23

that initially too, you said, we pulled those first two blocks, I

14
1

mean, this side of the surface lot until this future phase is

2

built out and, obviously, you know, from the practicality

3

standpoint, garages are typically built first anyway, but, you

4

know, maybe from practicality we couldn’t have people parking

5

there while construction is going on around it, but we think that

6

problem may be solvable, particularly, by the small scale of

7

these neighborhood services.

8

earlier meetings.

9

So I think we discussed that in the

DIRECTOR PRUSS: and there was always a note on the plans

10

that the parking would be evaluated at final site plan for these

11

units… um… I think that one of the other things we talked about

12

is the proximity of parking for the kinds of uses that might… at

13

least more recently, maybe not in the past, but the kind of uses

14

that would locate in this type of live-work unit and, often

15

times, they’re very convenience-type oriented uses and got to be

16

real careful about how far the parking is actually located with

17

those kinds of uses to ensure the viability of that…

18

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: it’s self regulating, it’s

19

definitely, and I don’t mean to begin the discussion, but, you

20

know, it’s self regulating by design. So we design something

21

that’s really targeted to a very small sliver of the retail-

22

commercial really office neighborhood services group and if

23

they’re showing market study in this submission that we can get

15
1

our teeth in and say, look, we’ve looked at the… you know,

2

surrounding community; we’ve done our quarter mile, not bubble,

3

but something a little smarter, you know, based on transportation

4

access, where the pedestrians are coming from, what our future

5

phasing is, and we could identify only, you know, whatever… and

6

therefore, our answer is… whatever.

7

some facts.

8
9

Sure, we’re asking for is

DIRECTOR PRUSS: One of the things I did want to mention is
some of the things that we’ve experienced as the Kentlands has

10

built out in terms of the question about why is it an all or

11

nothing proposal and one of the things that we talked about is if

12

you build it as residential, they’ll have to converted at some

13

point in time to commercial and the building codes are quite

14

different from a residential… for residential building and

15

commercial building and so they would have to make an upfront

16

decision to build it one way or the other now, not necessarily,

17

but it would be preferable to do it that way.

18

CHAIR BAUER:

Surely, more cost effective.

19

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Exactly… and some of the problems we’re

20

having in the Kentlands, is that while the first floor and the

21

second floor of the units were intended to be commercial, they

22

werent’… um… sometimes the second floor and above weren’t always

23

built that way and unknowingly people have occupied the upper

16
1

floors of those units with commercial uses when the buildings

2

were never intended for that kind of use and it’s become an

3

ongoing enforcement issue for staff.

4

that, these units were part, very similarly, to how we parked the

5

live-works in Kentlands and, depending on the economic cycle at

6

the time, either we had an abundance of parking or parking has

7

been really tight and they’ve had to rely on parking and verbal

8

agreements with property owners in nearby areas where they don’t

9

really actually have rights to park. So… all of these things are

And then, in addition to

10

things that we took into consideration when the applicant filed

11

this application.

12

CHAIR BAUER:

Okay.

Any other questions at this point?

13

Is there anyone in the audience that would like to comment?

14

Sure. Step up to the podium and state your name and address.

15

BRENDA GREENBERG:

Good evening, my name is Brenda

16

Greenber.

I’m here on behalf of the residents of Condo Board I

17

who are concerned about the future of Parklands.

18

our contracts with Ryan (Homes), we were told that to believe in

19

their dream.

20

that they sold us.

21

associated with the live-work units and are opposed to having

22

them turn into yet another row of townhomes.

23

preserve the historic tree was broken because we didn’t

When we signed

We are asking Ryan not to give up on that dream
We were looking forward to the amenities

The promise to

17
1

understand that that’s what the first hearing was about.

2

we’re here today because we know what this hearing is about and

3

because we want to be counted on your decision.

4

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you.

5

MARY ANNE CLARK: Mary Anne Clark.

But

Thank you.

Yes, ma’am.
I live in Lakeforest Glen

6

on Travis View Court, and I’m here tonight because um… when this

7

development was initially proposed two years ago, I think um… I

8

was very sad to lose the greenspace that was there, but I was

9

really excited that my neighborhood would have a town center

10

similar to Kentlands or to King Farm.

And I see these changes as

11

potentially impacting the character of the neighborhood.

12

that the live-work units in Kentlands and King Farm really add to

13

the character of the neighborhood and, as the lady ahead of me

14

said, I think it just is going to look more like a kind of row

15

after row of townhomes and um… also I understood that this area

16

was not going to be developed any time soon and that it was going

17

to be another couple years before they actually get to building

18

this part, so I’m sort of wandering why the push to change the

19

zoning tonight and not see where we are in the next couple of

20

years, whether these units are viable or not at the time that

21

they intend to build.

22

CHAIR BAUER:

23

questions will come up during the hearing and we’ll talk with

I think

Thank you.

Thank you.

I’ll interject.

I know that some

18
1

staff about addressing them all toward the end of the hearing.

2

Yes, sir.

3

ALEKSEY KAHN:

My name is Aleksey Kahn. I also live on

4

Community Center Avenue, just one house away from where the

5

intended live-work units are planned to be built and this was a

6

major decision, like the previous speaker, a decision point for

7

me when buying our house.

8

I go to Kentlands very often.

9

I think as far as the retail phase, you make a good point, that

10

if it’s too small maybe it’s a better idea to expand the amount

11

of space that’s available for each individual shop or restaurant

12

that’s there.

13

had a problem parking in the Kentlands when walking the streets,

14

and it’s a good thing to exercise.

15

this, and, again, the timing from what I understand the main… the

16

Core has to be built first before these units would really get

17

interest from leasers, so I think it’s a better idea to build the

18

Core and then see whether it really doesn’t make sense to build

19

these units.

20

you.

The promise of these live-work units.
It’s great what they have there.

And as far as parking goes, again, I have never

So I hope you take this under consideration.

21

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you.

22

BETH WALTON:

Yes.

23

So I’m very much opposed to

Thank

Anybody else?

Beth Walton, 342 White Ash Place.

Just like the first few speakers, I do feel that these proposed

19
1

change represents a take away to the community.

I think that the

2

change can threaten or eliminate potential meeting spaces,

3

elimination of small businesses, and also the lack of amenities

4

and we’re concerned about that.

5

Commission to actually… to just consider the social and economic

6

impacts to these changes, because I really think it would be a

7

big one.

So um… we’re asking the Planning

8

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you.

9

KENNETH RICHTER: Hi, I’m Ken (inaudible), I live at 241

10

Parkview Avenue.

I live right next door to the proposed building

11

location.

12

to our concerns at the last meeting, hearing, and also I want to

13

reach out to Lauren Pruss, who also addressed many of our

14

concerns in regards to communications.

15

communication exchange within the community and had an

16

opportunity to see what was going on.

17

concerned… we are divided in regards to um… our thoughts as

18

whether or not we should give up the retail space or not.

19

personally support the idea of converting it to residential.

20

However, I think as a community we’re all deeply concerned that

21

we’re going to lose… that this is one step in a direction where

22

retail will not come to this community.

23

agreement that we bought into this thinking that there would be

First, I want to thank the City Council for listening

We’ve had a good

A couple of things we’re

I

I think we’re all in

20
1

retail available to us.

If this retail location goes, we don’t

2

know what the future will hold for the Town Center.

3

the paradigm shift is probably something that’s happening now,

4

but I don’t think we need to make a decision on this location

5

now.

6

this decision on this adjoining property when I asked what was

7

going to go here, it was said, that’s going to be retail work-

8

live space and that decision was three-to-five years out.

9

we’re making the decision not more than 90 days from the time

I think that

I thought when I bought in just in May, I was told that

Here

10

that I closed.

Why wasn’t presented a copy of this floor plan

11

when I closed? I don’t know.

12

for the community.

13

decision can be postponed till a time when maybe the community is

14

further built out and, if the Board or the Council decides to

15

move forward with it, I think that the design shape of the

16

proposed façade going from four stories with a flat or irregular

17

roof is not in keeping with the design flow of Park Avenue.

18

had a map, I could show you, when you come down our street, it’s

19

all pitched roof housing.

20

a town house.

21

month ago when we approved the cottage homes, which are also a

22

pitch roof, and although it was new to us in design, we accepted

23

it as a change, and it was stated that that would be one of four

However, retail is a big concern

I’d like to ask that if possible, this

If I

It’s hard to tell a single-family from

Then when we go around the circle, we just met a

21
1

knuckle or key properties that would give a break to the

2

structure of the all-brick community.

3

third dimension, which is the Urban style.

4

fall from the road that is on Community… one street over, instead

5

of extending this retail space into the residential area.

6

I had a map to show you.

Now we’re introducing a
Urban style should

7

CHAIR BAUER:

8

KENNETH RICHTER: So if anything, we’d like to see the

9
10

I wish

I think we know what you’re talking about.

continuation of the pitch roofs around the corner and then pick
up the urban further back.

11

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you.

Anybody else? Yeah

12

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Chairman, I’d like to make a brief

13

statement about the process because it’s a little bit different

14

than I think the folks are used to.

15

we’ve seen recently have been final site plans or amendments to

16

final plans, and this is actually the first step in a three-step

17

process that the Mayor and Council make the ultimate decision and

18

then that’s just at the Schematic Development Plan level.

19

this case, we have the public hearing and then the Planning

20

Commission will be making a recommendation to the Mayor and City

21

Council at their October 3rd meeting.

22

open until Wednesday, September 26th, and then we can continue to

23

receive additional information from the applicant as well as the

All the other plans that

So in

The record will remain

22
1

general public about the application and then at that point, once

2

the record is closed, all the materials in response to the public

3

hearing will be compiled and provided for the Planning Commission

4

to make their recommendation from, and then the Planning

5

Commission’s recommendation is then forwarded to the Mayor and

6

City Council and they will potential make their final decision at

7

their first meeting in November.

8

step…

9
10

CHAIR BAUER:
DIRECTOR PRUSS:

And then there’s an additional

but, wait, there’s more (laughing)
… and there’s more! So all of the

11

elevations that are at this point and time are more conceptual in

12

nature than final in nature.

13

final site plan for these buildings would be where we finalize

14

the details on the architecture.

15

CHAIR BAUER:

The next step, where we get to

I appreciate you jumping in with that.

16

And, actually, while you’re clarifying some of that um… the issue

17

of timing and phasing has come up a couple of times, do you want

18

to clarify that?

19

DIRECTOR PRUSS: In terms of these buildings?

20

CHAIR BAUER:

21

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Phasing is a pretty complicated document,

what’s currently approved for phasing.

22

but all of the… um… excuse me, all of the residential… um in this

23

area (pointing to the plan) with the exception of these buildings

23
1

have approval.

2

with the exception of the architecture, so the applicant could

3

proceed with the live-work unit.

4

relate some legal agreements that the applicant has with the City

5

that are specifically related to the Sketch Plan and the SDP.

6

These buildings have final site plan approval,

CHAIR BAUER:

They’re some other caviats that

But, you know, market demand aside,

7

technically, these could start construction any time and we could

8

be moving forward, or they could be moving forward with building

9

permits on these units.

10

DIRECTOR PRUSS: That’s true.

And then there’s also a

11

number of the buildings in the commercial core [that] also have

12

the ability to move forward at this point in time, based upon

13

market demand.

14
15
16

CHAIR BAUER:

Okay, that’s a big clarification.

Thanks.

Is there anyone else that would like to come up, please?
GENE AMNOS:

Good evening, my name is Gene Amnos, I live

17

on Parkview.

This diagram is actually a perfect diagram to

18

basically show what my concern is.

19

there’s been a miscommunication between what NV homeowners have

20

been told and Ryan homeowners have been told.

21

these as future home sites.

22

heard that there’ll be mixed use and so forth, so that was part

23

of the reason why I bought where I did because this line, as you

When I moved in, I think

I’ve always seen

This is the first time I’ve ever

24
1

can see, the color of the retail vs the black and white of the

2

private neighborhood, residential, it shows a perfect separation.

3

Everybody knows where the commercial is, everybody knows where

4

the private residences are, so there’s no mixing.

5

somebody comes in and they want to go to the retail, they know

6

where to go.

7

to find the… you know, the cleaners or whatever it is, parking

8

down the street and things like that.

9

I know a lot of people say that Kentlands was fine, but I lived

You know,

I don’t want somebody going back and forth trying

I saw this in Kentlands.

10

there for nine years and I saw it as dark retail, shops would

11

change over and over and over… they got to the point where you

12

couldn’t tell where the commercial was and the residential was.

13

People parking in front of peoples’ houses, going to shops,

14

coming back, people were coming home and they couldn’t park in

15

front of their own home because it was being taken by the

16

commercial customers.

17

hope that it’s built as regular townhomes because, like I said,

18

that was part of the reason why we moved into this neighborhood

19

at least because we were under the impression that the commercial

20

and residential, even though it’s going to be the same

21

development, it’s going to be totally separate.

22

go the commercial, I can, but I don’t have to worry the

23

commercial being right on top of all this.

So I, obviously, definitely disapprove or

So if I want to

Anything else? I

25
1
2
3
4

can’t think of it right because I’m really nervous.
CHAIR BAUER:
an email… thank you.
JOSEPH HALTON:

Well, if you think of something, put it in
Please [to another speaker].
Joseph Halton, 338 White Ash Place.

First,

5

thanks for the advertising, it worked a lot better this time

6

around, and um… than last time, and sorry for my wife wise cracks

7

going out the door, last time as well.

8

obviously, is a problem here with what the different residents

9

are being told and we’ve all invested at least a half a million

So, communication

10

dollars of our money. So that’s a lot of money going to the

11

community, a lot of money going to the retailers and that… we

12

need to get something fixed.

13

layman, so I didn’t know who the staff was, I thought it was just

14

some, you know, street people or something like that, and it’s

15

not until you get to Page 8 that you figure out, o staff is

16

actually somebody official.

17

consideration on these documents for the lay reader.

18

whole phase plan thing, you’ve got Phase One, I guess were on

19

Phase One now, and then my concern is the timeline.

20

timeline or anything.

21

starts.

22

it’s not solid, it’s not concrete, we have no idea where it is.

23

So if you’re a homeowner, no matter what side or position you’re

Just um… as you read this, I’m a

So I just ask that you have
Um… the

There’s no

You know it’s like in two years Phase Two

Phase Two is this big funk in the atmosphere right now,
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on of um… “hey, we like the live-work, we don’t like the live-

2

work,” you don’t know when it’s going to happen because this

3

whole phased planning thing is contingent upon on the

4

Interchange.

5

probably, between the 15 of us have heard 30-100 different

6

versions on that, the ICC and everything else.

7

to get something a little solid as we move along.

8

advertised.

9

from the folks over here in their presentation, at least it

So when is the Interchange going to happen? We,

It would be nice
You know, and

A lot of (inaudible) information, no offense, coming

10

seemed to me that it was, as well as some of the stuff in the

11

staffing memo, so um… one of the gentlemen here talked about are

12

there any studies to base the market comments on, please don’t

13

give up on that, please continue to peck at that.

14

it doesn’t work in Urbana, well, where’s Urbana?

15

away, right? I live in King Farm and it looked pretty good there.

16

So, you know, we’ve heard about places where it doesn’t work, but

17

what about places where it works? So, maybe we could do a little

18

bit better homework.

19

What do I have 5 seconds?

We heard that
It’s like, far

That goes back to the anecdotal thing.

20

CHAIR BAUER:

30 seconds.

21

JOSEPH HALTON:

Thanks for your time.

22

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you, and Urbana is not that far away.

23

Okay, is there anyone else, please?
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KASHIF MALIK:

Hi, my name is Kashif, 229 Parkview Avenue.

2

Just like to add a couple of more things like um… I agree with

3

the last gentleman about the timeline; me and my wife, we came

4

with the hope that when we moved in the junction, Interchange,

5

would come sooner than later, and every time we ask somebody,

6

they have different answers, sometimes [they] say a couple of

7

years, sometimes they say a few years down the road. Same thing

8

with the Town Center, so we’re really… we were looking forward to

9

joining them, we know it wouldn’t be right away, but we’d like a

10

timeline.

So at least we know when to get it, when to look

11

forward to it, you know.

12

not kind of tied together, but the MARC Train Station, the path

13

from the residential area, when will that be built? Because right

14

now it’s all muddy area when it’s raining when you go there, your

15

clothes get all muddy and your shoes and we would like to have a

16

path there as soon as possible and the timeline again….

17

far as the live-work residential units, I definitely, since I’m

18

on Parkview Avenue right next to… can… we’ve… we’ll certainly be

19

affected directly by these live-work units. I’m against it

20

because of number one: parking, we don’t want um… we want the

21

townhouse knowing that… away from the… how do you say, the Town

22

Center to have that space in between and now it’s all new… news

23

to us that these are not residential next door to us and instead

Secondly, also I’d… I realize this is

And as
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it’s supposed to be for mixed… and we weren’t told that like, I

2

think James said, NV Homes didn’t tell us that these would be

3

right next door to us and so we’re worried about our privacy, we

4

don’t want, you know, a lot of people driving toward our smaller

5

kind of an interior artery road, which is, Rebeccia, and also the

6

parking situation directly affects us.

7

and, you know, we can… we’re trying to propose against that.

8

hope you guys understand.

9

CHAIR BAUER:

Thank you.

So those are my concerns

Anybody else?

Okay.

I

So let me

10

look here, we had um… I guess we addressed the phasing questions.

11

Maybe Lauren you can address the idea of timing.

12

is driven by, obviously, market demand and the ability to sell

13

some of them.

14
15
16

A lot of this

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: or the Interchange, how about some of
you want to tackle that one? [laughter]
DIRECTOR PRUSS: The Interchange is the City’s number one

17

transportation project and is also a top transportation project

18

for the County, and the City is currently working… it’s a very

19

expensive project…

20
21
22
23

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: it’s not the top priority of the
State.
DIRECTOR PRUSS: You know, we need to obtain funding for the
Interchange, being a very expensive project, we’re hoping that
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some legislative priorities come through that would provide some

2

funding as well as maybe some local alternative financing that we

3

might be able to put together.

4

factors that need to come together and make the Interchange

5

happen sooner rather than later.

6

its time to fund it, it could be 20 or 30 years or maybe never

7

before the Interchange really comes together. So that’s why the

8

responses to people…

9
10

COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

It’s a complex combination of

If we allow the State to take

that was a curb ball you just…

DIRECTOR PRUSS: I mean, if we live it up to the State to

11

fund the Interchange on its own, we don’t know when it would get

12

built.

13

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: and at the same as the CCT…

14

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Given all of those factors, it is our

15

number one priority, but we have a number of moving factors that

16

are in place and that’s why probably people are getting… every

17

time they call it’s a different situation based on the… the State

18

funding um… mechanisms that are in place.

19

to put some things together um… that may move that up to maybe a

20

five or ten-year time frame.

21

Right now we’re hoping

DIRECTOR SCHLICHTING: Perhaps I should just add that maybe

22

as Lauren stated, it is the City’s number transportation priority

23

and, you know, most of us here at City Hall believe that the
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future of Gaithersburg is dependent on the Interchange, so we’re

2

doing everything in our power and the Mayor and Council are doing

3

everything in their power to support that Interchange.

4

twenty-thirty years, we’ll put that aside [laughter].

5

CHAIR BAUER:

So… the

and I wonder just as a general idea that of

6

all the neighborhoods in the City that are most impacted and most

7

benefit from progress on both that and the CCT, this is probably

8

one of the top too, not the one… you know, it might warrant some

9

consideration that there be… um… I know we post a lot of stuff in

10

the website about pending plans and pending activity, but maybe

11

there’s a need to develop a focus communication about this stuff

12

specifically, and maybe the complexities of it where the… how

13

this is knitted together with the State…

14

BRAD KLINE:

I totally agree and as we’re the developers

15

of the Urban Core and not the residential, this has been actually

16

a good opportunity, we met last week with these citizens for the

17

first time and several I’ve just seen for the first time now and

18

we take your comments very seriously.

19

more information on our planning, our design work and what we

20

intend to do.

21

Interchange and think the County is very much behind the

22

Interchange as well, but I think we owe to this people and it’s

23

been a pleasure hearing the comments, we’ll address them, we owe

I think we need to provide

We were more optimistic that Lauren on the
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1

you a study, hopefully for the retail.

This is… we’re going to

2

be with these neighbors for a long time, so we’ll definitely…

3

CHAIR BAUER:

Have you launched a website yet?

4

BRAD KLINE:

We’ve actually… our website was put up…

5

it’s been launched, it’s www.watkinsmilltc.com and any folks can

6

see it.

7

Gaithersburg’s on the top 15 cities in the country and keep

8

updating it.

9

with these people the first time and we’ll get back and talk

10

I think… we actually put your article that

So we will address these concerns and we’ve met

about it.

11

DIRECTOR SCHLICHTING: I could add that the Mayor and

12

Council work session of the last Monday, August 27, with State

13

Highway Administration, came in and gave a presentation on the

14

Watkins Mill Interchange and it is on our website that

15

presentation.

16

and look at that presentation because it does give you an update

17

of where funding is today and where the planning is today and how

18

far we’ve gotten in terms of engineering and so forth, so…

19
20

I encourage all the residents to go to our website

DIRECTOR SCHWARZ:

That was on August 27 and you can

watch that video.

21

DIRECTOR SCHLICHTING: Right.

22

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: You can also [inaudible] the

23

political engine on that, or whatever lobbying or advocacy you
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1

want to do at the State level…

2

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

Right, I would encourage everybody to

3

get out and if this is a priority as it is for the City and for

4

the individual property owners, it would behoove you to form

5

whatever blogs you may and to get out there, and go to Annapolis,

6

if need be, or go… contact State local officials as often as

7

possible and let them know that this is a major concern.

8
9
10

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: A big pile of money and it’s not
going to move easily.
CHAIR BAUER:

Alright… and in the smaller scale maybe

11

start talking more about… and if you use the website, or it’s a

12

newsletter format, whatever… whatever you all think it’s

13

comfortable and I know there’s probably an HOA emerging in there

14

now that might have a communication device.

15

anticipation is for pacing in a lot of the build out, residential

16

site too, and, you guys don’t have direct control over that, but

17

I think as a general…

18

BRAD KLINE:

What the

No, but we do control residential over

19

retail, which we do some of the service retail that everyone is

20

talking about and we need to share that information with them.

21

And we also have a Facebook and Twitter that’s on our websites so

22

we can communicate directly back and forth with the citizens.

23

LUIS GONZALEZ:

The HOA actually helped us when we did the
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1

community outreach for… last week.

2

the notices, so we do have a contact the HOA and we can continue

3

to work with them.

4

CHAIR BAUER:

They actually sent out all

There was another question or concern about

5

um… half way to the MARC Station, can anybody comment on what

6

exists, or what’s planned or what the…

7
8

LUIS GONZALEZ:

this property… we are actually…

9
10
11

CHAIR BAUER:

Just pull up a plan…

LUIS GONZALEZ:

It’s this one here, this is the path I

believe that… it’s being passed about…

12
13

the property that we acquired adjacent to

CHAIR BAUER:

So what exists now for that access? Is it

informal… is it an improved path or is it just sort of a…

14

BRAD KELLY:

No, it dirt…

15

CHAIR BAUER:

So is there plans to move that up or

16

create…

17

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

18

BRAD KELLEY:

stabilize that at least?

Yeah, I’m not sure… correct me if I’m

19

wrong, where’s the access to the MARC Station? Is it on the other

20

side?

21
22
23

LUIS GONZALEZ:

The MARC rail station is right here and the

access is off this parking lot.
BRAD KELLEY:

Right, and I don’t think it’s being
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1

contemplated to cross the tracks there, at least at this time, we

2

are doing further design of the Core, which will improve all that

3

and add the proper access.

4

or not.

5

being removed and there’s a lot of construction debris there.

6

I don’t know if that’s a safety issue

That’s a construction… right now there’s a stack pile

CHAIR BAUER:

Well, obviously, you wouldn’t have any

7

control over the train, the track right away, or the actual… CSX

8

right away, but it sounds like getting to it is at least a

9

concern with the site itself.

10

JOSEPH HALTON:

Halton, 233 White Ash Place.

What the

11

gentleman there was talking about is to MARC, you’ve got the

12

tracks, you’ve got the MARC side, you’ve the Parkland side and

13

you board the train on both sides.

14

the time, accessing from either side should be no problem.

15

just a path to keep this out of the Appalachian Trail would be

16

nice.

17
18

CHAIR BAUER:

So you cross the tracks all
So

Okay, you can work with staff to… whatever

is on the plan…

19

[inaudible]

20

CHAIR BAUER:

21

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Well, this is a public hearing and we’ll

We can’t hear you, we can’t pick up…

22

all be transcribed for the Mayor and Council, so I need all

23

comments to be on the record at the microphone, please.
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1

KENNETH RICHTER:

Ken Richter, 241 Parkview Avenue.

2

I’d talked to several residents too, using that train to go to

3

Union Station and they’re concerned about at night, it’s not well

4

lit, it’s a muddy path and there’s a safety issue where they

5

can’t their way at night.

6

well lit, they could get off there.

7

somebody might get hit… they can’t be seen at night.

8

CHAIR BAUER:

So if we had a nice trail that was
We’re concerned that

I think all that I’m suggesting is… in the

9

final build out, in the final plan, there is an access to the

10

MARC Station and it’s probably not done yet, I’m guessing, at

11

this point.

12

what opportunities are there going to be that ahead of some other

13

things, as we have people using it to make sure there’s a safe

14

trail.

15
16
17

My only point was to talk with staff about what…

LUIS GONZALES:

There’s current construction going on

around here…
CHAIR BAUER:

That’s fair, and you don’t need to solve

18

tonight.

It’s just something that’s worth discussing with staff

19

to see if there’s an opportunity to hurry that up, since people

20

are using it and we want to encourage the use of the MARC Train.

21

Okay, so we’re moving towards the recommendation.

22

got either questions for the…

23

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

I think we’ve

there was a discussion about
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1

amenities, there was concern about amenities that maybe…

2

depriving the neighborhood, if we go ahead with the conversion of

3

the live-work units to townhouses.

4

meant by amenities, are there any amenities involved here, other

5

than greenspace that may have been proposed?

Could you explain what they

6

LUIS GONZALEZ:

There aren’t any amenities with these…

7

BRAD KLINE:

Well, I’ll… I’ll speak for her, I’m sure

8

she meant that retail and neighborhood services as amenities.

9

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

10

ALEKSEY KAHN:

I heard there would be greenspace…

Aleksey Han, 351 Community Center Avenue.

11

The other thing is not just the shops but also the sidewalk,

12

right now as we walk… when walk along Community Center Avenue,

13

when we reach that street, it stops, so we have to walk on the

14

road where cars go, so, you know, when we go to the pool, to the

15

Community Center, we’re walking with kids, there are no

16

sidewalks, so that’s the other thing.

17
18

CHAIR BAUER:
Okay.

Thank you.

We are supposed to discuss this… what was the date again?
DIRECTOR PRUSS: October 3rd.

19

Alright, any other questions?

Although the record closes on

20

September 26, but the recommendation is scheduled for October

21

3rd.

22
23

CHAIR BAUER:
October 3rd.

Okay.

Okay. So that’s when we will discuss it.
If there’s a motion…
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1

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: I’ll make a statement by making a

2

question.

3

know, with the… there were two alternatives presented to us

4

tonight, the site plan as it is designed, as it was proposed, you

5

know, worked over for several years, you know, and approved yet,

6

or an alternate solution, which is straight residential

7

townhouses.

8

if we have some actual practical concerns about how to enforce

9

commercial entry vs residential entry, there’s two ends of the

10

building, if there’s a number of very practical understandable

11

concerns um… that, I would think, there’s a number of building

12

typologies that we could look at to solve some of that.

13

it’s a two-over-two, with an entry in the rear; maybe it’s, you

14

know, more urban alley-context residential piece; maybe it’s a

15

multifamily; maybe I should put one bar or maybe um… a double-bar

16

of, you know, one does as studios above it.

17
18
19

Did you guys looked into some other alternatives, you

There seems to be… to me a myriad of options there,

COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

Maybe

That was kind of what I was

getting at…
COMMISSIONER HOPKINS:

You know, I’m not advocating any of

20

these, but I’d love to know, was the thought, you know, I don’t

21

anecdotally see a retail need for this, therefore, we are going

22

to abandon it and go to a townhouse, which, we know, there’s a

23

good market demand for or… you know, was there really a list of
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1

concerns and practical needs and then the building typology built

2

around it.

3

me is, so if there’s more information that’s not present it here,

4

you know, before us, you know…

5
6
7

That doesn’t seem to be what the application before

BRAD KLINE:

We did look at two-over-twos so we had them

file…
DIRECTOR SCHLICHTING:

One thing that occurred to me is

8

that, I believe, that the argument on the lack of market demand

9

for this retail was bit thin, so I think I would encourage the

10
11

applicant to be fed up, if it’s possible to be fed up.
COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: You know, I feel like, you know I do

12

it kind of for a living and I’m constantly surprised about what I

13

found in the market… a real good reputable well done market

14

demand study.

15

market, the intuitive market forgets about and then you’ve got

16

um… you’ve got something you can actually go out and grab because

17

there aren’t as many… products out there that are absorbing that

18

need, so I’d be careful and thorough if you do do a study, not

19

just a couple of bubbles with a very small number of typologies…

20

(inaudible)

21

I’m constantly surprised and… about what the

CHAIR BAUER:

I think the carry up… to follow up on one

22

of your points about building typologies, just from a planning

23

diagram.

If these go away, they represent a very central
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1

component to the neighborhoods, so, if you imagine, and this is

2

going to be very cliché, but if you imagine the cleaners and the

3

corner store, and, you know, the local restaurant, being kind of

4

a core piece what this might look like, I’m just picking

5

what…(inaudible)

6
7
8
9

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: So you’re turning the CPA and
somebody else…
CHAIR BAUER:

if that were going to take root here and be

viable because it was central to the neighborhood, I think, there

10

has to be further discussion or explanation of why that would

11

still be viable way off at the edge of the site where the hotel

12

is being proposed.

13

sense because you’re not driving a lot of that um… highway

14

traffic into the neighborhood, if that makes some sense, but as a

15

neighborhood retail, (inaudible) I’m not sure there is a good

16

argument for that.

17

I’m not, maybe if you can put the plan up real quick… and just

18

zoom in that area…

19
20
21

I mean as a hotel site, it seems to make no

On the other hand, if you’re telling us, and

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Now what portion of the plan are you
talking about?
CHAIR BAUER:

Just a little closer to the center of that

22

plan… there you go… that’s fine.

So, you know, the commercial

23

core has that focus on the circle in the middle, but maybe what
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1

needs to be considered and deserves a little more conversation if

2

there’s a sort of neighborhood business component that’s still

3

viable and still necessary, maybe that does need to move down

4

into that commercial core, but still on the edge that’s just

5

really addressing the neighborhood or ease to walk to them and

6

scaled in such a way that makes sense for the neighborhood, as an

7

appropriate way to relocate this, not just eliminate it

8

completely.

9

the retail core or the commercial core is going to work, but I’m

We haven’t actually seen anything specific about how

10

getting if there’s anything after these things at all, that

11

becomes the logical place for it and that could be part of the

12

discussion, kind of a follow up, I think.

13

BRAD KLINE:

I agree, that’s a great point, yeah.

14

CHAIR BAUER:

it seems arbitrary over on the other side,

15

but you really haven’t shown us either way, so that’s one way to

16

think about it.

17

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS:

and I would (inaudible) the Council

18

that suburban arguments in this particular case are not going to

19

fly with me.

20

leap to say this is an urban context and we’re accepting the

21

compromise as we go along with that, and there are some parking

22

being (inaudible)… and you know that a sort of the predication of

23

the, you know, entire design, this is almost right off… you know,

We already sort of made the intellectual motion
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1

100 TOD (Transit Oriented Development) example project where I

2

can really pile on very successful TOD pieces where the diagram

3

is this, you know, and there’s certainly a lot in the market

4

where it didn’t work, and there a whole lot where it did.

5

we’ve made that urban compromise so don’t come back with a

6

suburban argument as to why it’s not going to work.

7

CHAIR BAUER:

So

That’s all.

So if we move to discussion, first part of

8

October, the record is open until, as you recommend, the 26th,

9

some of this can be followed up um… documentation, I think, to

10

staff, right?

11

DIRECTOR Pruss: Yes, I think the question is, does the

12

applicant believe they can find the information that’s being

13

requested by September 26.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

BRAD KLINE:

I believe so.

I think we’ve already done

the market study, and my apologies for not submitting it to you.
CHAIR BAUER:

And, again, maybe a response to some of the

issues we brought up tonight about…
BRAD KLINE:

Right, and some more communication with the

homeowners as well.
CHAIR BAUER:

okay, we’re still open and then we’ve got

to, I’ve got close up this conversation.
KASHIF MALIK:
proposed to… mixed…

Sorry.

Just one more thing um… so if
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1

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

2

KASHIF MALIK:

Identify yourself again, please.

Kashif, I’m at 229 Parkview Avenue, we’re

3

right next to the mixed residential units.

So if it’s supposed

4

to be mixed residential units, I’m just wanting to also um… have

5

a study done on where the parking would be because it directly

6

affects the residents in the townhouses and I think one of the

7

main thing that all the people, I mean, that I’ve talked to, and,

8

including us, we bought the townhouse to be away from the town

9

center and if you wanted to be close to it, we’d have an urban

10

kind of a… um… you know, life then you opt for the condominium,

11

that’s kind of where I was.

12

where would the parking be? And the parking and privacy be

13

affected on the residents of the townhouses.

14
15
16
17
18

CHAIR BAUER:

But if it’s supposed to be there,

Great. I think we’ve noted that.

Thank

you.
COMMISSIONER HOPKINS:

Lauren, the full package is still on

the website, right?
DIRECTOR PRUSS: Absolutely.

It’s a lot of work and it’s

19

not fun for somebody that doesn’t do this for a living, it’s not

20

all that much fun for those of us who do this for a living, but

21

there’s a big package of information on the website, it goes

22

through how the parking is put together and it alludes to a lot

23

to how it functions on a phasing basis, why we did certain
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1

decisions we did…

2

CHAIR BAUER:

but I think in a diagrammatic… it’s sort

3

of a worthwhile question and I think during our decision at the

4

next… at the meeting we’ll discuss it, maybe, Lauren, you’ll just

5

give us that recap on phasing and include that in the discussion.

6

I’m going to have to wrap it up…

7

KASHIF MALIK:

Just a question, you said that further

8

feedback could be submitted until the 26th and I’m just wondering

9

how it’s done like…

10

DIRECTOR PRUSS: Preferably, since the public hearing will

11

be closed this evening, preferably, the comments will be on

12

writing… um… you can send them either by mail or via email.

13

Email is very easy for me and I just automatically put it in the

14

record and my email address is: my first initial L, my last name,

15

P as Paul, RUSS @ gaithersburgmd.gov LPruss@gaithersburgmd.gov

16

and you’re not limited to three minutes. [laughter]

17

COMMISSIONER HOPKINS: and they do get read.

18

CHAIR BAUER:

Okay, if there isn’t any further questions

19

or a need for additional information before our discussion,

20

staff’s recommended that um… we make a motion to close the public

21

hearing and hold the record open until 5 PM on Wednesday,

22

September 26, anticipating a discussion and recommendation to the

23

Council at our meeting on October 3rd.
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1

VICE-CHAIR KAUFMAN:

2

COMMISSIONER WINBORNE:

3

CHAIR BAUER:

4

favor, please say eye.

5

CHORUS:

6

CHAIR BAUER:

So moved.
Second.

It’s been moved and seconded.

All in

eye.
That passes unanimously.

So that will take

7

care of um… the final item on the Site Plan Public Hearing Agenda

8

tonight.

ORDINANCE NO.

0- 1- 05

AN ORDINANCE OF THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF GAITHERSBURG GRANTING APPROVAL FOR
AMENDMENT TO SKETCH PLAN Z-297, KNOWN AS CASEY
WEST, FOR APPROXIMATEL Y125. 5 ACRES OF PROPERTY
ZONED MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT ( MXD)
Z- 297

OPINION

Mayor and City Council for approval of an
previously approved Application Z- 278 sketch plan for land zoned Mixed
Use Development ( MXD). The City Council's authority in this matter is pursuant to Section
24- 1600. 11 of the City of Gaithersburg Zoning Ordinance ( Chapter 24 of the City Code).
Application

Z- 297 has

come

before the

amendment to the

The

subject case involves approximately 125 acres of land and concerns the
development of the Betty B. Casey property known as Parcels P33, P211 , P888 and P91 O.
The subject property borders existing City owned parkland and a County owned
abandoned vehicle impoundment lot. Directly across from the CSX Railroad tracks is the
Bennington residential community consisting of 295 Townhouses on RPT Zoned land, a
number of commercial, research and development facilities on land Zoned 1- 3 and the
State Motor Vehicle Administration facility. The amendment to sketch plan application was
submitted to the City Planning and Code Administration, on August 4, 2004. This
application was designated as Z- 297.

OPERATIVE FACTS
A.

Background

subject property ("Site"), was annexed into the City of Gaithersburg on May 31,
part of the approval of Annexation Application X- 095 ( Resolution R-8- 68) to annex
approximately 198 acres of land and to classify the land in its entirety in the 1- 3 Zone by
Resolution R- 9- 68. There was no annexation agreement associated with the approval of
Annexation Application
The

1968

as

X-095.

On April 1 , 1996, the Site was rezoned with the owner' s consent to the Mixed Use
Development ( MXD) zone as part of the Comprehensive Zoning Map Amendment
application Z- 278 approved by the Mayor and Council by Ordinance 0-5- 96. The Site is
located north of the CSX Railroad tracks and Metropolitan Grove Road and south of
Interstate 270, and is bounded on the west by County land ( known as the McGown tract)
and to the east by City parkland and several privately owned properties zoned MXD.

Planning Commission

ADSP-0641-2012
56

The Site is located within the Casey- Metropolitan Grove Road Special Study Area 7
of the 2003 Land Use Element of the City of Gaithersburg Master Plan. Three alternative

development scenarios were recommended for development for the Site: Office with a
Commercial Component; Private Arts, Entertainment and Education Center, Mixed Use
Office- Residential with a Commercial Component. The adopted Master Plan designated
the Site as " mixed use residential- office- commercial" with the zoning classification to
remain MXD.

The current use of the Site is forest and active agriculture. The Site is surrounded by
a number of different land uses that include: office, research and
development, multi- family
units, single- family attached units, and industrial ( vehicle storage) uses. Many of the

surrounding properties are publicly owned by: the City
Highway Administration, and Montgomery County.
B.

Current

of

Gaithersburg, Maryland State

Application:

On August 4, 2004, the applicant, Peter Henry, on behalf of B. P. Realty
Investments, submitted an Amendment to Sketch Plan Application, for approximately 125
acres of property known as the Betty B. Casey property. This Site is located between the
CSX Railroad tracks and 1- 270, north of Metropolitan Grove Road. The file number and
name for the amendment to sketch plan application are 2- 297 and
Casey Metropolitan
West, respectively.

Of the three development alternatives allowed for the Site per the CaseyMetropolitan Grove Road Special Study Area 7 of the 2003 Land Use Element to the
Master Plan, the applicant has chosen the " Mixed Use Office- Residential with a
Commercial Component"alternative. The Master Plan designates as one of the land use
recommendations for the Site " mixed use residential- office- commercial" with the zoning
classification to remain MXD.
The

originally submitted 2-297 application proposed three ( 3) mixed- use
development options, referred to as Option 1, Option 2, and Option 3, of differing scenarios
that include single- family attached and detached residential units, 3- over-2 residential
condominium units, multi- family residential units, high rise residential condominium units
with first floor mixed commercial/ retail, office buildings with first floor mixed
commercial/retail, and a hotel/ cinema complex. The Mayor and City Council and Planning
Commission held a joint public hearing on the 2- 297 application on October 18, 2004 at
which time evidence was received on the subject application.

During

the

public hearing, the applicant and applicant's representatives presented
Casey Metropolitan Grove Special Study Area 7, the location ofthe Site
within the Study Area 7, the Study Area 7 development scenarios, the applicant held
charrette, and the applicant's desire and reasons to develop the Site following the Mixed
Use Office- Residential with a Commercial Component alternative of the Master Plan.
Furthermore, the applicant's representatives presented and described the three proposed
mixed- use development options of the sketch plan application, including environmentally
sensitive areas, open/ green space, Watkins Mill Road extended and interchange,
and discussed the

2

Z- 297

3.

Applicant is to provide and depict the necessary connections and

easements

to the McGown tract (to the west), to the Devlin tract (to the south) and to

Metropolitan Grove Road

on

the sketch plan and SOP.

The

4.

Development Staging and Phasing, Transportation Improvements,
Staging Objectives and Project Goals, and Development Assumptions
sections as stipulated above on pages 122- 126 of the Casey- Metropolitan
Grove Road Special Study Area shall be part of the staging and phasing of
any development proposed for this sketch plan ( Z- 297), regardless of the
land use option chosen. The staging, phasing and density of development
are to be determined by the Mayor and City Council during the Schematic
Development Plan process in accordance with the nine adopted Master Plan
Themes. The implementation of staging elements for this study area will be
controlled by the approval process for the Mixed Use Development ( MXD)
Zone through the schematic development plan ( SOP) approval process;

5.

Phasing of development and the total square footage and number of housing
phase will be determined in accordance with the adopted
Master Plan Themes during the SOP process and will not be approved until a
traffic impact study is submitted and its conclusions acceptable to the City
and it's traffic engineer;
units for each

6.

An

appropriate range of potential housing units is to be provided at this time
single-family detached, single family attached, and two- over-two
units
and 550- 590 high- rise condominium units. The final unit count
dwelling
and density will be determined during the SOP approval process;
is 465- 485

7.

Applicant

8.

Applicant is to depict and denote all landscaped areas, proposed conceptual
screen planting, open space plazas, malls, courts, recreation and amenity

is to submit a concept stormwater management plan to the
DPWPM& E with the submission of an SOP. Staff strongly recommends the
use of a wet pond for this development; and

areas.

C.

Evaluation and

Findings

The City Council agrees with the findings, conclusions and recommendations of
approval of Option Four by the City Planning Commission and City staff. The City Council
finds those recommendations to be well reasoned and adopts and incorporates their
findings as part of this action. The City Council further agrees with the Planning
Commission in that the procedures governing the application for the MXD Zone and
approvals necessary to seek building permits are subject to a multi- step process and that
this is only the first step of the process, that subsequently includes Schematic
Development Plan and Final Site Plan reviews and approvals.

4

Z- 297

The

City Council

with the summary of findings and recommendations of the
applicant's submitted traffic study prepared by The Traffic Group, Inc. in that the proposed
development of the Casey West project Option Four would not have an adverse effect on
the nearby road system with the implementation of the improvements outlined in the report.
The traffic study analyzed two phases, the initial phase (year 201 0, before the Watkins Mill
Road Interchange) and the final phase ( year 2011, after the Watkins Mill Road
concurs

Interchange). SHA currently has a MD 117 Corridor Congestion Relief Study which has
scheduled road improvements in three phases along MD 117 in the study area. The
analyses in the traffic study takes into consideration the road improvements by SHA;
however, the study appropriately does not include any traffic relief that would be associated
with the

existing MARC station and the proposed Corridor Cities Transitway station. To
improvements at this stage would not provide a realistic analysis of present

consider such
and

near

term traffic conditions.

Intersection Capacity Analyses were conducted to determine the existing and
projected Levels of Service ( LOS) for each of the following study area intersections: MD
117 and Longdraft Road, MD 117 and Watkins Mill Road/ Pheasant Run Drive, MD 117 and
Tech Park/Bowl America, MD 117 and Metropolitan Grove Road/ Twelve Oaks Drive, MD
117 and Firstfield Road, and MD 117 and MD 124. In addition, capacity analyses were
also conducted for the Watkins Mill Road and the two access points into the site. Capacity
analysis was also conducted for the three major intersections internal to the site.
The results, recommendations and conclusions ofthe traffic study analysis indicate,
phases of this development are projected to operate at satisfactory Levels of
Service during the peaks periods - with one exception. The exception is the intersection of
MD 117 and Watkins Mill Road/ Pheasant Run Drive during the evening peak period. At this

that both

location the developer will be required to construct a second southbound Watkins Mill
Road left turn lane. With this improvement the intersection of MD 117 and Watkins Mill
Road/ Pheasant Run Drive is projected to operate at a satisfactory level of service.

finding of Montgomery County Public Schools
County Annual Growth Policy schools test finds
in
the
Orchard
cluster ( where Casey West is located). This
Quince
capacity adequate
means that subdivision approvals in the county portion of this cluster area may go forward
for the current fiscal year. While the Mayor and City Council does not believe the current
Montgomery County Annual Growth Policy is as restrictive on school capacity as it should
be, they recognize that Montgomery County is the level of government responsible for
providing schools for our citizens. The schools that currently serve the proposed
development are Brown Station Elementary School, Kingsview Middle School and Quince
Orchard High School. Beginning in August 2005, the middle school assignment for the
proposed development will change to Quince Orchard Middle School # 2 providing relief at
The City Council concurs with the
MCPS) staff that the current Montgomery

the middle school level.

Information obtained from Montgomery County Public Schools ( MCPS) indicates
that enrollment projections show that upon build out of Phase 1, the development will
generate 67 to 140 elementary school students, 19 to 57 middle school students, and 29 to
72 high school students. Student generation from the Phase 3 condominiums were not
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